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Nicole Jackson Miller [00:00:00] Welcome to the Scale Your Way podcast episode number 61.
You're listening to the Scale Your Way podcast, where we share simple, proven strategies just
for done for you service based companies here, you'll learn how to scale your business on your
own terms so that you can have more time, money, create a bigger impact and a better life. I'm
your host, Nicole Jackson Miller. Let's dove into today's episode. Hey, everyone, Nicole here
and welcome back to the show today I have Candace Chatman on the podcast, who is a
business strategist and direct message sales coach, and we had such a good conversation. I
cannot wait to share it with you. If you are somebody who has been looking to really streamline
your sales process and either get better qualified leads on your sales call or remove sales calls
from your process altogether. You definitely want to listen in to this episode. We talk more about
how to start talking to the right people. So we talk a lot about marketing content. We chat about
how to really lead the conversations and a direct message setting. We talk about some of the
biggest mistakes people make and why it is totally possible for done for you service providers
and agency owners to sell through D.M. and how you can do your marketing in a way that
incorporates your team as well, especially if you're someone who is delegating client delivery
and really moving from done for your service provider to agency owner. So Candace teaches
online service based businesses how to effectively sell their programs through live video
strategies and direct messaging. Her clients are using systems and frameworks to sell high
ticket packages directly in the dorms without any sales calls. So I know you're going to love this
episode. Let's dove in. Hey, Candace, welcome to the show

Candace Chatman [00:02:04] Hi, Nicole. I'm so excited to be here.

Nicole Jackson Miller [00:02:07] I know I cannot wait to talk to you about your area of
expertize. For those of you who are listening, I had Candace come in to the CEO roundtable
group for our virtual retreat, and she just dropped a lot of knowledge, bombs and brilliance
around selling through DBMS and Kandice. I didn't even tell you this yet. I had asked a few
people inside of the Facebook group what like the biggest, biggest aha moment that they had
during the retreat and a lot of people mentioned your session and how it's completely...

Candace Chatman [00:02:38] Oh, I'm so excited!

Nicole Jackson Miller [00:02:38] so helpful and like mind blowing to them. So anyway, I'm so
thrilled that you said yes to coming on the podcast and sharing more about you and your



journey with everyone. So I would love it if you wouldn't if you would mind just telling everyone
like who you are and what is it that you do?

Candace Chatman [00:02:56] Yes, I think it's two parts. I focus on helping people better
communicate their value that's inside and outside of them when it comes to outside of the box
that's do content, predominantly live video selling and then being able to garner leads,
conversations, engagement to follow those leads to VMS. And then we talk about what's the
expertize around D.M. that identify who the right people, how to properly have these
conversations, how do we qualify and then enroll directly in the dorms with our sales calls? So
that's a little bit about what I do and know to segway into how that came about. I love to share
the story. I always tell this story on a cast. I remember when I was first starting in the dorms and
I had a coach tell me there's no way I'm going to be able to the people don't pay without calls.
And I was already having conversations that were so good, so aligned. And I thought to myself,
well, why can I just try it? Why can I just say I don't do cell phone anymore and see how it goes
and didn't listen to that, but decided to go. And that was like mind blowing for me. So that was
really the and that was when I the lifeboats. That was the beginning of my journey of wow. It's
really possible to close clients without goals and have very authentic conversations that that
lead somewhere positive, you know, it.

Nicole Jackson Miller [00:04:23] So is that really what started you getting more involved in
selling through? D.M. was experiencing it yourself and then realizing what was possible about
first?

Candace Chatman [00:04:32] I'm all about, first I'll have to experience it to take it. Yeah, first.
But not only did I sort of background about just my coaching side of the business when I was a
life coach, reach down to manifestation coaching and the mindset coaching and general
business coaching and now mainly focusing on DBS. And so throughout all those different
formations, I've been using DMS to close. And so that sort of speaks to any and everyone as a
coach consultant can use them. But that's my experience. And then also in my corporate job,
before I went into my business, I was looking for a tech company where we sold to Fortune 500
companies through LinkedIn chat. I would be on chat talking to CEOs, CEOs, and that's B2B.
And so companies are using DMS or chat on LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram, and so our
coaches and consultants. So I really saw it from the corporate side as well as the coaching side.
It's phenomenal.

Nicole Jackson Miller [00:05:30] That's amazing. And so I think it's so interesting because
when you started, you would mention kind of like life coach and. And I would imagine there's a
lot of mind set stuff that probably comes up when people are shifting from doing predominantly
sales calls, sales call selling. I don't know if that's the right phrase for it? Like selling through like
a new trademark that for sure I'm the worst. But coming up with names, by the way. But I'm sure
there's like a lot of mind set pieces that come up when people are transitioning. What are some
of the most common things that you see pop up?

Candace Chatman [00:06:10] Yeah, so it's like the first one is I can't close the deal. I'm just
going to work for me. The only way I can do it is through a sales call. And I think this is sort of I



call it like the victim's day when I'm in a bad way. This is I don't know enough I don't have
enough information and I haven't done enough. So I don't have enough practice or experience.
And so it's about understanding to a to be able to do it. You have to start have breakfast and you
have to have the right information strategy to be able to successfully close in the right. And so
people who are saying, oh, it's not gonna work for me are typically not privy to sales closing
objection thing deeper, richer communication and sales psychology, for lack of a better word in
the day. So, you know, I've noticed brand strategies last night. Oh, well, I've I'm selling
something very unique and it only takes place on a sales call after three rounds of sending
forms. How can I do that with the EMS? Is that possible? And I'm like, yes, or have a client who
is in the fitness industry and is working with some really large brands, culliton in nature and
being able to close. Right. And so I think if people sort of think of a sales call and the DM in a
similar way, they start to realize that it's possible. It's just a different form. It's it's alive versus
based. It's asking questions and pausing and maybe some time in between versus directly on
the call. But the same questions apply. The same qualifying strategies for the most part apply.
And so it really is available to all types of businesses. Again, just to share another story, I am
using clubhouse a lot and a lot of clients, my predominantly help coaches service providers, but
I thought I should really give back and do some consulting corporations. The they need video
strategy. They need to better use Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn. And I recently landed a
contract that has to do with VR virtual reality. Again, not what you're thinking, not like who needs
DBMS for that. What corporation is going to pay someone to in the D.M. or wants to learn how
to have that interaction? Businesses of all sizes want to small, medium, large consulting based
coaching based brand services. They only DM's.

Candace Chatman [00:08:25] That's the way to connect.

Nicole Jackson Miller [00:08:27] Yeah. Have you seen. I know now I mean primarily I use
Instagram and Facebook Messenger and I know that that's like those are common. I'm not on
LinkedIn and I know a lot of the clients that I work with aren't, aren't either. Have you noticed a
difference being able like some of the platforms or all? I think well both of those platforms now
you can use the voice recording versus just typing. Have you noticed there being a difference in
the way people are connecting, or would you say it's just a different method to connect? I'm just
curious if that's changed things.

Candace Chatman [00:09:05] I think well, one of the reason why the chat function of the DM is
so popular is, one, because you can do multiple simultaneously as opposed to a sales call, one
call individual. Forty five, thirty five, however long that is not scalable. I mean, even Apple came
out with a chat function. Now that is much more advanced than what they used to have, and you
can text directly from your phone with a actual person to solve your problem. Right. So
companies are using this chat function to scale their business and to create a more one on one
connection. And so to answer your question, when it comes to these platforms, voice is huge,
right. Which again, would have it on a sales call. It's just a different environment. And so when
people want to be most successful, I highly recommend that they use voice over text or even
video the whole conversation. But when it comes particularly to a few parts, objection handling.
If someone is really going deep and being portable with you about where they're at in their life or
business voice memo or get on video for a second and just record yourself, that is amplifying



that connection point and really just creating more trust, which is needed, especially high ticket,
which is not only what I teach, though, I think all the platforms people really need to be using
voice. I think I probably use ninety eight percent of voice, which is sometimes not helpful when
I'm teaching my clients and sharing my own view it right. But that is the name of the game and
that is the way for. Really feel connected and want to work with you.

Nicole Jackson Miller [00:10:38] Yeah, I really love that you brought up to how companies are
now connecting with their customers through D.M. because you're so right. Like, even if I had a
question about, like banking and I'm like, oh, my gosh, I hope two different banks. And I'm like, I
hope this bank has the customer service because it's so much easier than waiting for a call. Like
you get more usually more of an instantaneous response. Exact, so much easier. That's
fascinating. I never thought about it that way. See, already you're just

Candace Chatman [00:11:15] it just goes to show you, like, why would why would corporations
be implementing this if it weren't like the way that people want to communicate? And again, not
all, but that just goes to show you there's proof that your clients are out there who don't want to
get on sales calls, who don't want to say, oh, I have to wait two weeks book when you could be
in a DM world. And right now, that is also how my clients are able to increase their conversion
rate because it's a good time. Oh, she's a warm li like go messager. Right, right. Instead of let's
find a time to hop on a call. Yes. People want solutions and they want it now. And so the DM
provides that. And it's this is why it's you have to learn this skill.

Nicole Jackson Miller [00:11:53] So could you talk a little bit about I can like here done for you
service providers being like, oh, I can see how this would work for coaches or maybe like
strategy sessions or something, but not for like my done for you service. And so I think the thing
that comes up is wanting to make sure that the client is a really excellent fit and not just the
standard qualifiers, but also like a good personality fit to cause a lot of times that they they and
their teams are like working with them pretty closely. So I'm curious, like, how do how do you
maybe this is a two part question, like how do you get the right people into your DMS? How do
we solve this problem?

Candace Chatman [00:12:45] Right that's the first problem. How do we get the of the clients
that we want? So the first part of it, this is why content and DMS go hand in hand. And so it can't
just be two mediums right now. Well, if you're having a problem with closing the Dems or gap
with the right people or people are saying, no, we've got to go right back to your content. And so
that looks like whatever you do, whatever your values are, whatever your requirements are for
enrolling people, this needs to be spoken for within your content. But here's the problem. Most
people are doing that by creating a lot of static post or Real's and Rills, one that's great for
visibility, but that's not a deep connection. Only about 15, 30 seconds post don't allow you to go
deep enough. And so what better way to show up present and effectively communicate your
value than my video slide video is by far the best way to first figure out who is interested,
meaning my warm leads because they show up live over time. You're persistent. They're asking
questions. So you already know that these are people who are interested, which in turn they
either are going to message you or you're going to message them. So that's like the Legion
strategy to you know, people always say, I don't have enough people, my audience or where am



warm lead and then talk about selling especially high ticket, whether it's done for you or or
coaching, you have to communicate in a more sophisticated level. Ten slides aren't going to do
that. Or post with half a caption aren't going to do that. It's like a video. That's the first part. And
then when you talk about specifically your question around how are social media managers,
brand strategies, photographers, all the people who are doing the service, how are they able to
successfully use them? And I can imagine a lot of these people have a lot of forms, a lot of back
and forth. Well, this looks like right away setting those expectations up in the conversation or
here is how we're going to go about it. I think people are afraid to take control of the
conversation, the VMS for fear of being too this, too, pushing them get friendzone. And so for
providers, it's going to be really important to take all of those forms, all of those things, and
immediately discuss in the conversation so that people can immediately fill that out and then
bring them right back to them. I'm always telling clients to bring people right back to the right.
And ideally, if they can fill out forms and you can just talk to them, that would be even better
because talking enrolls people more than sending them away from your website, selling them to
a bunch of videos. Ideally, the second part of this, when it comes to speeding up the sale cycle
in the DM and using DMs without the sales call for coaches and service providers, something
that I teach clients to do is if you have common objections that you get and you know we're
going to have. Common questions or something that's a little bit more lengthy, you can use a
quick two minute to five minute video that was prerecorded that you send to people in the DMs.
It's almost like predicting, hey, I know you're going to have a pricing issue. I know you're going
to say this is not for me. I know you're going to be skeptical of my services because of your past
investments. I actually I've spoken to this exact scenario with past clients, and here's how we
helped them watch this video. And so what does that do that speeds up this back and forth
conversation, which we want to close, but it helps people to say, wow, she's an expert or he or
she is an expert. She's spoken to this before. Look at the results she's getting. Look how she
sophisticatedly communicated her value in this video. And then that also helps people close. So
it's a few parts around looking at how you qualify. No matter what you're selling a service or
coaching packages, you must qualify properly and then be able to, like, move the conversation
forward. But that only happens if you're also content that speaks to them, right? Oh, I love to
share a little bit more about what that content looks like, because I think that would be helpful,
though. The problem is people put a lot of educational content. They put out a lot of I hate to say
it for lack of a word, fluffy, but you're selling a service. We need to know what services if you're a
coach and your health coach tells the program, people are not selling enough in the content.
That's what it comes down to. And so my approach is selling is connecting and that is service.
And so I don't teach in the educational content. It's all about how do you communicate? Your
program was invaluable. Why do you need to enroll them now? Why is it urgent? What do they
what do they really want out of the program? What's the transformation? It's mainly self focus
and that is really the shift. And that's going to be the driver of more leads.

Nicole Jackson Miller [00:17:30] You mean, inspirational quotes like don't sell?

Candace Chatman [00:17:35] Not really there. And here's the thing. Things like that. They're
great for engagement. Like, I love when I get engagement. I love to see high saves and in
shares. And that has a place for growing your following. But it doesn't usually sell.



Nicole Jackson Miller [00:17:51] Right, it's not going to come over. You can't just you can't just
rely on that in order to sell.

Candace Chatman [00:17:57] Exactly. It's not enough. And people like your feet is cute, but it's
not enough. I'm Sorry.

Nicole Jackson Miller [00:18:02] Yeah, I have a question about the live video component. So
as you're working because you've worked, you're consulting with larger companies and you're
working with like personal brands and a lot of different types of businesses for the businesses
that have it's not a personal brand. It's like a it's an agency, a company. And one thing I've heard
from from folks is that they they don't mind showing up and being the face of the business. But
there's also so many other people on their team that they want to incorporate. And so I'm
curious if you have a recommendation for those types of businesses on who does it always
have to be the business owner that's doing the live video or can they incorporate their team as
well?

Candace Chatman [00:18:55] It could be a team, employee, their social media person,
whoever is designated to do the live video. But here's the thing is that for an agency, again, it is
a little different than a personal brand, even prerecorded videos or a video production, a three
minute really cool interactive video showing if you're a Web agency designer or website agency
showing us the process from start to finish of someone's website in a video like a like a promo.
But people need to see video. People need to be able to interact again. That may not be live,
but that's prerecorded. That's one example of amplifying your brand. The the thing is, looking at
the market, what are people all everyone doing? Let's do something different. And I think when I
look at how I make buying decisions, it's because there is proof. I see the results. Again, if we're
talking agencies, I can see the website or whatever. Right. Whatever I buy, I can go look at past
clients, past past work. I'm looking for like, why should I buy what makes this business unique?
People need to learn how to encapsulate that through their content, through partnerships,
collaborations. And again, what a unique time where club house is available. I think every
business owner should be on clubhouse. That's actually how the consulting firm found me. And
so there you don't have to show your face, but you're still promoting your business. So you
could be you know, I have another potential client I'm talking to. She is an Etsy business owner
doing amazingly phenomenal on Etsy, but she's tired of doing all of Etsy because she wants to
bring that to Instagram. Clubhouse is a great strategy. To be getting into the product space,
communicating her value, talking about her service. She also wants to bring in higher ticket
packages, teaching people how to start their business. Right. So, again, it's about like how can
you leverage not just Instagram and LinkedIn, but clubhouse communication or conversations
and all direct back to the end? That's where you're going to work, right? Yeah.

Nicole Jackson Miller [00:20:58] I mean, I could even be I would be limited to the in-person
events. Start again. Like that can also be you're going to be all on that. It's really I mean, you
really look at DMS as the funnel, right? It's the entry point.

Candace Chatman [00:21:12] I do. DMS is the everything for my business. Right. So speaking
to that, a lot of people think, OK, well, sure, I can sell my packages or I can sell my coaching



programs, courses, e-books, but what else can I sell? You know, I do a lot of business from
master classes like yours or workshops. It could be small businesses or larger corporations. I've
done a sales training for a pharmaceutical company virtually by connecting with I happen to be
the the founder on clipless again. Right. So that's an opportunity for speaking engagements. A
lot of people are just subject matter experts. They have certifications. How can you find the
people and connect with the people who need those certifications to do professional
development for corporate or small businesses? Right. Ongoings consulting, as I mentioned. So
there's just so many opportunities and people want to talk to people and that's how the magic
goes down.

Nicole Jackson Miller [00:22:12] Yeah, yeah. I love that. And so I'm curious, you worked with a
lot of different types of business owners and what would you say would be like one thing that
most business owners get wrong when selling through DMS?

Candace Chatman [00:22:31] Ooooh!

Nicole Jackson Miller [00:22:31] The biggest mistake?

Candace Chatman [00:22:31] So from the perspective of a small business agency, a coach
individual. They have this idea that they have to be overly friendly, take days, weeks. Gosh, I've
heard someone say, yeah, we've been talking for seven months, seven months of nurturing
before they ever mentioned their services. And here's the harsh reality of business. You've got
to ask yourself most of the time you want to be big. A lot of people don't know what you're
selling. They don't know maybe very they're afraid you have to ask yourself. And so people get
wrong with this whole idea. They should nurture, nurture, nurture. Another person was my
business told me today. Yeah. No shade to other people's strategies. But I don't personally
believe that the strategy the strategy was three to four conversations over a period of a month
before she ever pitched. What if they were ready two weeks ago. Right. So that's the that's the
mistake people are making. They're they're they're taking too long to ever get into. Here's what I
have to offer is what's valuable. Are you interested? Let's talk about it. I'm pitching and at least
in the friend zone, and that typically leads to money on the table because other people are
going to be more aggressive. Whether that works out or not. Other people are in their DMS, too.
So you're really leaving that money on the table by taking so long? Other point I have for this as
well is sort of on the flip side, a different part of the problem. Once they pitch or if the person
asked them about their services, they get into sort of qualifying. And I define qualifying as really
after interest. They're aware of your service. They're interested everything into the clothes. So
that's objection handling. That's recapping. That's just back and forth. It's all qualifying, really.
Right. People really mistake. They're afraid of objections. They run away, they back off or they
just let the client or potential client stay. Without objection, they need to be challenged. That's
the key to themselves because it's also not direct on a call. And they can't escape that. People
can leave you in red, which happens. People can whatever. How can you leave a impression in
their mind that, wow, this person's phenomenal. They know we're talking about the credible
they're really interested in supporting me. I can clearly understand how they can do that. You
can only do that through challenging objections so people have to learn objection handling, go
deeper, take their time with this part. That's how you actually to sell.



Nicole Jackson Miller [00:24:57] Yeah. Oh, that's so good. One thing that I have been
challenging is one on like for like some of my programs is like one on one versus group. And it's
really interesting because I like I used to think that I only needed one on one until I experienced
a group program where like it was so much better than any one on one I had ever experienced.
And so I think convincing myself first and overcoming so many people, so many times people
are like, oh, I hope they don't bring this up. I hope they don't bring this up. And it's like, no, like,
yeah, challenge yourself to, like, even just examine it and take. Look, and like you answer the
question, are you convinced of this, and if not, like, how can you get there so that you do show
up more confidently because people are bringing up these questions to you because you are
the expert.

Candace Chatman [00:25:50] Exactly. Like today, Amidon's, I have a perfect example I think
does help a lot of people. Someone we got to the point where I pitched her and she's like the
program literally speaking to me. But I'm hesitant because I'm not sure it's the right thing for me.
A lot of people will respond. Oh, no, it is like and just try to immediately answer the objection. I
needed to know why she thought that. And I know it was. And it was deep because I could hear
it in her voice. This is why voice is important. I could hear the pain. I think a little quick caveat.
The reason I've mastered this selling is because it takes a lot of good judgment and
understanding, self-awareness and understanding people's own mastering. That is a thing. But
back to the conversation. I said, OK, I thank you so much for sharing. This is such a safe space
to share that. Before I answer why I know your bracelet, I want you to tell me why you don't
think you're a good fit and go deep like lay it on the table is really what I said. And I said typically
also people don't feel that they're a good fit when they've been burned and they've been to
programs where they didn't get results. Has that happened to you? If so, let's talk about. So I did
a couple of things there, that future saying like, hey, I know this is probably what you're thinking
before or that might work, but also before I respond, because you're not looking for me to just be
some information that we need to talk it through so that then there's proof, you know, we've had
a conversation, you're really feeling it. And that's really, I think, what people miss when it comes
to objections. Any time that they come up, they don't really know. They don't feel safe. And so
that's that's where we're at in the conversation. I'm actually going to keep finishing it after this, I
guess. But yeah.

Nicole Jackson Miller [00:27:31] And that's your so that's so true. And it's like it's also creating
the space for somebody, to be honest, to share that, because it was the same thing with me to
where this person had been in and inside of another group program. And it was not good. And I
actually had heard other things about like this program. So it wasn't like the first time that I was
hearing about it either. And and it was it was really like, well, what was your experience and why
didn't it work for you? And I think this is true whether you're like we're talking more about
coaching, but even with your your services, if people are trying to urge people are hesitant to
hire a company to do something for them. I mean, we have clients who do accounting and are
like in people's money account experience and publicity like all of that. And so it is really it's
creating that atmosphere and like what you're saying, like understanding tone and allowing
people to feel comfortable opening up to you so that you can actually know, like what's
underneath this so that you can you're not answering it would like this cookie cutter explanation.



Candace Chatman [00:28:39] It's like

Nicole Jackson Miller [00:28:40] personal work. Right? I know. Personal, really personal. I love
that.

Candace Chatman [00:28:45] And that's why people then again, some people are not going to
buy in after and that's OK. But people are going to remember you for taking your time, being
authentic and transparent. And I mean, this is also what would be required of you on a sales
call. It's just a little bit different for people. Forget like they are very similar. You're not going to
rush someone to be OK. Well, buy on the call. You're going to tell me more about that. This
takes place in the dorms and it doesn't have to, again, take months, especially when you really
pay attention this conversation. And you're I think doing it in real time is some clients like don't
leave people in red for five days or you're not going to call them. Right? Right. I rather have a
small percentage of people you are talking to and close them than having me. Right. I'm very
like real time with my DMS because that's an opportunity to close in on an awesome flight and

Nicole Jackson Miller [00:29:35] I love that. OK, so this has been tremendously helpful. We've
talked about selling through some ways that you can feel more comfortable shifting from sales
calls to D.M. And I think you one thing that popped up for me as you were talking was I think it's
important for people to take a look at how they lead sales conversations. And because I feel like
that is going to directly translate to how you then lead conversations. And if you are hesitant to
take the lead on a sales call,

Candace Chatman [00:30:11] The same things going to happen in the DMs

Nicole Jackson Miller [00:30:12] Yeah, the same thing's going to happen in the DMs, too. And
so I could totally see I think it would be helpful for people who are listening. It's like go through
your current sales process and see out of everything that Candice has shared, like where could
you make some improvements even if you were to keep things just the way that they are right
now and maybe change those and then you'll feel some. Much more comfortable being in DM
and saying, hey, I'd love to ask you, like taking the lead in the conversations, like I'd love to ask
you a few questions. Are you open? Yeah, this is really cool.

Candace Chatman [00:30:47] You're not going to automatically a lot of people like I need to like
in diesem self-closing, but to skyrocket your sales calls, you need to be qualifying me before
they get on. That's how you know, like me. Yeah. I think that's great advice for people to look at
where they where they can improve.

Nicole Jackson Miller [00:31:04] OK, so before we wrap up, I wanted to ask you a question
around, like you had mentioned, high ticket sales and that's something that you specialize in.
And I can see people saying, oh, yeah, it'd be so easy to sell through DMF for like I'm selling
one hundred dollar product or send them to a sales page where they just have a buy button. But
what about like these higher ticket items? What would you say to that?

Candace Chatman [00:31:30] Like first, I think there has to be a mindset shift on DMs as a
whole, because I, I think especially when you're starting conversations and you're new to those



mediums and you're selling high ticket, really a lot of my clients are shifting on up thirty five
thousand, ten thousand, thirty thousand, even more contracts that are going to be three, six
months long a year. Right. Large packages you have to put in the work environment. This
comes back to shifting your belief that while again, on the flip side, it doesn't mean forever. Don't
expect this to happen in one day or one hour. Be prepared to say, how can I truly come to this
conversation, present, create value, really listen to this person and help them make the best
decisions. I think when you keep that in mind, you're more likely to close because it's not all
about just you. I think the second point is, well, the proof is in the pudding, right? Again, from my
client's closing high ticket packages to reach out to me again, influencers. Right. How do you
think a lot of people are connecting with these other corporations who are known as influencers
in the end? Right. And they're getting huge brand deals. I have a friend who she focuses on
sales calls, but I recently told her, get yourself ready. I think Sony reached out to her for eight
thousand dollar engagement. Right. That wasn't by rushing it. That wasn't by sabotaging her
results. That was by being open to communicating, taking her time and making sure it was the
right fit for her and the client. So people really need to take their time, focus and lean in. And
don't be afraid of objections. Don't be afraid of negotiating. Don't be afraid of all of the things
when it comes to selling. And if you don't mind, that's going to help you get further.

Nicole Jackson Miller [00:33:17] Yeah, I love that. OK, so last question. This podcast is called
Descale your Way. And I would love to know to you, what does it mean for you to scale your
way?

Candace Chatman [00:33:28] I think since I'm one of my values is abundance and innovation
that really comes back to having options. And so. Well, yeah, I could skill through high ticket
coaching group coaching, which is my predominant model. I think this is why I love them so
much, because it allows me to have multiple options. I'm a very dynamic person for scaling my
way means options and choice. And I think that's what people want in business, the kind of ties
into freedom, flexibility. I want options and choices of who I'm working with, the type of clients,
the types of engagements when I'm getting paid, how I'm getting paid, and that is available
through organization. And that has been from the perspective of the sales business, what it
means to scale my way. I think that also means from the perspective of like life, I'm really in
twenty twenty. My word is balance one Zarem I would have Thallon. It means being able to
really run my business, how I choose without feeling like I should do something. I have to do
something or is going to fall apart if I take a day off. And so scaling my way has really been
really paying attention to what I want and desire and letting all of that dictate how I steer the
business.

Nicole Jackson Miller [00:34:45] Yes, I lo it's like what do I want to create in my in my life for
myself as I build a business that can scale around that?

Candace Chatman [00:34:55] Exactly. Like just thinking about all the pivots I've made. I've
done a lot of thinking, where's my business. And wow, twenty, twenty one really means keep
scaling my group program. I much to profit. I really desire to get into high level speaking
engagements. Being on stage is when my goals like a scaling my way and getting to that goal
that look like which is why again about the DMS, I'm connecting with those type of people who



are getting me closer to the goal. So people have to really evaluate what's going to be like the
levers they pull to scale their way in and how can they do that? And I'm pretty sure it's through a
conversation with the right people to help you, whether it's connecting or engaging or landing
the sale.

Nicole Jackson Miller [00:35:39] Amazing. Well, thank you so much for being here and for
taking the time to share your story and your knowledge with everyone who's listening. For
people who are interested in hanging out with you and learning more about what you do, where
can they find you?

Candace Chatman [00:35:57] Yes. So I am predominantly on Instagram @candancechatman_.
I love what people message me and they tell me where they found me. So go ahead. And DM, if
you're listening to this episode, let's chat about life business, closing all the deals. So all the
good stuff. Thank you so much for having me on today.

Nicole Jackson Miller [00:36:18] Thank you, Candace. And for everyone who's listening. I will
see you next week.

Nicole Jackson Miller [00:36:23] Thanks so much for tuning in. If you are ready to stop settling
for being a done for you service provider and really fully step into the role of agency owner and
CEO and lead a team that you love that just delivers excellent client results. Then you have to
check out my new program called AGENCY, which is specifically designed to remove you from
at least 50 percent of client delivery in 12 months or less, so that you can have the time and the
space to be able to run your business and, you know, to take a tech free vacation, too. That's
always nice, right? So if you're interested in learning more, head over to
NicoleJacksonMiller.com/apply. You can learn more about the program. If it looks like a good fit,
then apply. And we will send you before our call. We'll send you a free business assessment
that will really explain more about the framework that we use to remove you from client delivery.
And it'll give you an assessment that you can take to really show where you are now and where
you're going. We've had so many people get a lot of insight just from taking that assessment, so
I can't wait for you to check it out.


